SOLUTIONS FOR HOSPITALS

The Leader in Identity Management
and EMR Integration for Physicians and Nurses
Provide better care while
meeting HIPAA and HITECH
guidelines with integrated
identity management from
Identity Automation

RapidIdentity includes
four primary modules:

RapidPortal

Rap

User interface, account and profile
management, workflows and access
management

Today more than ever, physicians and nurses require advanced technology
to succeed in their growingly complex missions. Hospitals are under
tremendous pressure to deliver exceptional care in an efficient manner,
all while meeting HIPAA guidelines.
RapidPortal
Many hospitals are modernizing their operations to implement new identity
management platforms that keep pace with point-of-care environments
and support instant, secure communication, mobile data access and fluid
RapidPortal
teams. All of this is happening at a time of tight budget constraints,
with
administrators looking for ways to accomplish more with less.

RapidPortal
RapidConnect
Bi-directional connections, account
provisioning, single sign-on (SSO), and data
transformation
across any system.
RapidFederation

RapidFederation
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RapidConnect

RapidFederation

We know the unique challenges hospitals face, and RapidIdentity equips
administrators and front line caregivers with the integrated toolsRapidFederation
needed
to succeed.

Rap

SAML engine provides account provisioning
and single sign-on to SAML-enabled
applications, RapidFolders
including 1000’s of cloud apps.

RapidFolders
HR-driven access to Windows filesystem
folders online, from anywhere.

Rap

The Leader in Identity Management and
EMR Integration for Physicians and Nurses

RapidIdentity Healthcare Edition
Identity Automation’s RapidIdentity Healthcare Edition is an identity and access management
platform specifically designed for physicians and nurses. This powerful, easy-to-use software
enables hospital administrators to simply and securely manage care team access throughout the
entire patient experience.
Unlike other Identity and Access Management solutions, RapidIdentity offers:
1. Quickly configured pre-built connections to Epic and other popular EMR applications — no
developers required.
2. Increased efficiency through single sign on and multi-factor authentication.
3. Optimized workflow and enhanced mobility through systems that quickly accommodate
user transitions.
4. Data privacy by consolidating system access and control.
5. Massive scalability to meet your specific needs, whether department-wide, facility-wide, or
organization-wide.
6. User account management driven seamlessly from your current HR, ERP, and
Financial systems.
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